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CITY'S LEGIONNAIRES TO MEET AT BELLEVUE-The Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, September 28, has decided to move the meeting to the Bellevue to show its faith in the famous hotel.

COMMUTERS First meeting of the Hillel Commuter Group, tomorrow at 11 A.M. at Hillel. Lunch is available. If you cannot make it, drop by the office and leave us your name and address.

COMMUTERS Great Opportunity

First meeting of the Hillel Commuter Group, tomorrow at 11 A.M. at Hillel. Lunch is available. If you cannot make it, drop by the office and leave us your name and address.

Tropical Plant Sale

Over 4000 plants

2nd Annual! Sept. 22, 23 & 24 10 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Presented By P.U.C., Houston Hall & The Jungle Garden

UA

REACH OUT AND HELP A CHILD!

We desperately need tutors to work one on one with local elementary school children

Organizational Meeting for

STEP ONE

Will be at 8:00 P.M. High Rise South Seminar Room Tomorrow!

If unable to attend please call

Shelly Hendel 382-2860
goof Witt 222-9146

SO MANY PHILADELPHIA HAIRCUTTERS TRY TO BE BARRY LEONARD. BUT ONLY BARRY LEONARD IS BARRY LEONARD.
WXPN: A Matter of Student Control

Play It Again, Sam

Take One

By Bob Frieden, Ted Macag and Ken Taber

Today marks the beginning of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) investigations to determine whether the Trustees and University administration, as well as student representatives, have been erring in their obligation to express and administer the student viewpoint in the operation of the student-owned, student-operated radio station WXPN-FM.

The student station's history is that of a struggle to bring broadcasting and to legitimize WXPN's past and potential operation as a medium of expression for the entire student body. The Trustees, the administration, and the majority of the FCC are just now discovering the existence of little, play-by-play operational procedures and to administer the new proposal that would either reduce the status of WXPN to that of a student activity or remove the station altogether.

We are asking the administration, as well as the Trustees, to respect WXPN's right to continue its operation for us to continue our struggle; we will not be silenced by threats or intimidation. What is more, we will never again accept any attempts to remove WXPN-FM's status as an officially recognized student activity.

We are asking the administration and the Trustees to respect the student viewpoint; we are asking the student viewpoint to be heard. We are asking the student viewpoint to be heard. We are asking the student viewpoint to be heard.

Take Two

By Bill Simpsons

Sometimes things just get entirely out of hand. And when the people involved are either deaf or indifferent, one has to start wondering one must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard.

Sometimes things just get entirely out of hand. And when the people involved are either deaf or indifferent, one has to start wondering one must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard.

The tactic, however, is not only the only one that has been tried. Sometimes things just get entirely out of hand. And when the people involved are either deaf or indifferent, one has to start wondering one must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard.

The tactic, however, is not only the only one that has been tried. Sometimes things just get entirely out of hand. And when the people involved are either deaf or indifferent, one has to start wondering one must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard.

For too long students at this school have been told that radio stations are their own. Yet, somehow, it does not seem to work. And when the people involved are either deaf or indifferent, one has to start wondering one must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard; there must really need to speak up in order to be heard.

We are asking the administration and the Trustees, to respect the student viewpoint; we are asking the student viewpoint to be heard. We are asking the student viewpoint to be heard. We are asking the student viewpoint to be heard.
The Hewlett-Packard first family of calculators are in a class by themselves.

Hewlett-Packard built the world's first advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And led the way ever since.

Today, Hewlett-Packard calculators are recognized as The First Family by more than one million owners worldwide. Including Nobel Prize winners, USAID astronauts, explorers, educators, scientists, businessmen, and students. Here's why:

- **First family design.**
  - Hewlett-Packard was first — and continues to lead — in the translation of state-of-the-art technology into advanced calculators.

- **First family performance.**
  - Hewlett-Packard means the kind of performance that includes RPN logic with four memory stacks, a full range of advanced functions, and much, much more.

- **First family reliability.**
  - When you buy a Hewlett-Packard calculator you get one start's protection in parts and labor. And a new working day turn-around on most repairs.

- **First family support.**
  - Every calculator comes with its own comprehensive Owner's Handbook. In addition, complete selection of optional accessories increases the versatility of the calculator. And what's more, Hewlett-Packard offers more than customers get from H-P's.

**Free booklet while supplies last.**

"What To Look for Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator" is a guide to wise purchasing decision. Pick up your free copy at your nearest dealer. Or call toll-free: 800-662-9862 (in Calif. 800-662-9722). Free booklet will be the name of your nearest dealer.

**HP-21 Scientific.**

New low price — $80.00*

The HP-21 is packed with the select advanced calculations even an "advanced" "scientific" course requires. If you need a calculator that does more than simple arithmetic — this is it. Expectantly a new low price.

- 12 digits in functions and operations
- Performs all standard log and trig functions (in radians or degrees)
- Performs statistical, polar, and rectangular coordinates
- 10 addressable memories
- Two displays, 1 for pi and 1 for scientific

**HP-22 Business Management.**

$160.00*

The HP-22 easily handles the kind of calculations you find in business courses in business management tomorrow. Besides through business math calculations. Besides saving manual work, it's reliable because, if you're going into business administration, this is the calculator for you.

- 12 digits in functions and operations
- Performs all standard log and trig functions
- Performs statistical and regression analyses
- Performs 15 common business functions
- Performs 8 statistical functions
- Performs immediate response
- Ten addressable memories
- Two displays, one for pi and one for scientific

**HP-25C Scientific Programable with Continuous Memory.**

$200.00*

The HP-25C offers you a programable calculator. It can automate manually repetitive projects that tie up your time and money. The HP-25C is designed to work with your HP-21, HP-22, or HP-25D, or Hewlett-Packard's entire line of advanced calculators.

**HP-27D Scientific/Plus.**

$200.00*

The HP-27D offers you a programable calculator. It can automate manually repetitive projects that tie up your time and money. The HP-27D is designed to work with your HP-21, HP-22, or HP-25D, or Hewlett-Packard's entire line of advanced calculators.
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Foreign Waters Sink Sailors

By MEYER KIMEL
The water conditions were poor, with only a light chop in the area. Wind conditions varied from light to moderate. Overall, it was good sailing weather. There were no heavy seas, and the winds were steady. The Penn sailors encountered in their first regatta of the season were the Dartmouth College sailing team.

Despite the poor opening performance, co-captain Jim Blazczycik felt that "this cannot really be considered a true loss. We did what we had to do. We didn't lose our poise and direction in the middle, but we have better raw talent than many other teams." The next forecast of the season. I'm confident we can do better and we can win.

Despite the poor opening performance, co-captain Jim Blazczycik felt that "this cannot really be considered a true loss. We did what we had to do. We didn't lose our poise and direction in the middle, but we have better raw talent than many other teams." The next five meets are at home. By then, Penn fans should know whether or not putting out the gangplank will be the solution.

"SAILS PITCH: Jim Blazczycik announces all freshmen interested In Joining the crew of Penn sailors can attend a meeting tonight In Houston Hall. For further info, contact Jim in Houston Hall.

Soccer

(Continued from page 8)
"The soccer team is really spirited and together," said Coach Seddon. "It was a big thing coming from two goals down," he said. "We didn't lose our composure, we didn't turn in to kick around. We had good team unity. We had good ball movement in the middle, but we had to change things in the second half, we did what we had to do.

And what they did, for a change of pace, against themselves and all Penn soccer fans some sweet dreams of home."

Football

(Continued from page 8)
Dartmouth rushed hard and fast, and put plenty of pressure on the two Penn quarterbacks, dumping them a total of seven times and forcing seven interceptions. Dartmouth out of the game on the fourth quarter. "We were even keeping the backs in on the pass plays," commented Graustein, "and they were only rushing four or five guys—you can't just dump the ball and be done with it anymore."

"He (Graustein) didn't have the opportunity to show his stuff," commented Gamble. "We didn't give him good protection and the poor guy hadn't had too much right guard action before. The quarterback also gained six and a half yards in 18 attempts, but nevermore Graustein managed to complete all 113 passes for 190 yards. The best game was played by Graustein on him. It was one of the few bright spots on a dismal day."

"We can only get better," remarked quarterback effective Howard Jim Foust, "because we can't play any worse."

"We can only get better," remarked quarterback effective Howard Jim Foust, "because we can't play any worse.

If you're interested in international affairs this is an excellent opportunity to join. All new members welcome. There are exciting positions still open for the Model United Nations Conference November 4-7.

WE WANT YOU! TO CELEBRATE!

Penncentennial Football-Night Soccer
At A Great Savings

STUDENT SEASON BOOK-$5
A Savings Of $8 Over Individual Game Purchase

4 Football Games

You See!

Soccer

Oct. 1 Columbia (Night)
Oct. 15 Navy (Night)
Oct. 22 Yale (Night)
Nov. 5 Harvard (Night)
Sept. 25 Villanova

On Sale Now!

Franklin Field Ticket Office
Deja Vu Green Return Dooms Gridders, 20-0

By JOSEPH LANNER

HANOVER, N.H.—Deja Vu. Just wasn't the day for the Grizzlies. The 20-0 final was a doozy. Saturday was a day for the Grizzlies, who started their season with a bang, but Saturday was also a day for Harvard; the rest provided head-to-head.

Penn 0. Enough said?

"We worked on it for the first day," remarked Penn's coach Jake Crouthamel. "We've worked on that since the day we started training camp." Penn's quarterback, Rich Barrios, added, "It's been a nightmare up until now. It's just one of those things." The Quakers' special teams were stymied by the Bruins' defense as QB Jim Kubacki threw for two touchdowns, and the defense intercepted three passes.

Friday Gamble, who is anxious to avoid a nightmarish start this season, was pleased with the defensive line coach George Azar. "We're much better than we were last year," he said. "We've got a lot of depth and experience." Gamble's defense allowed Dartmouth to score just one touchdown and held the Big Green to 137 total yards.

The Quakers' offense was held in check by a stingy defense, with just 137 total yards gained. The offense was led by QB Bob Graustein, who completed 17 of 30 passes for 129 yards and an interception. Graustein was pressured throughout the game, with the defense forcing three turnovers.

The Quakers' defense was led by LB Randy Smith, who had two tackles for loss and a sack. The defense alsointercepted three passes, with two coming from safety Mike Miller.

The Quakers' special teams were also strong, with punt returner Harry Gamble returning a punt 70 yards for a touchdown, and quarterback Rich Barrios returning a kickoff 80 yards for another score. The Quakers' defense also forced a fumble and recovered it.

In the end, it was a tough day for the Quakers, who fell to the Crimson 20-0.